
"THE SHOT THAT MISSED" 

This is the tantalizing mystery presented by the Commission in 

its reconstruction and in its topical heading. One section of Chap-

ter 3 is devoted to this topic. The introduction to this section 

on p.111 of the report reads as follows: "From the initial findings 

that (a) one shot passed through the President's neck and then most 

iprobably (my emphasis) passed through the Governor's body, (b) a 

subsequent shot penetrated the P'resident's head, (c) no other shot 

struck any p"part of the automobile, and (d) three shots were fired, 

it follows that one shot probably missed the car and its occuppnts. 

TOo evidence is inconclusive as to whether it was the first, second, 

or third shot which missed." 

My underliniing of "most probably" with reference to the bullet 

that caused the Governor's wounds le to call attention to the fact 
174J— 

that, even if everything else the Garmrti-ss-i-an says is true, its con- 

elusion that only three shots were fired - a conclusion meen4-ng that 

only one person was involved - is based upon a presumption and not 

upon fact. This alone should have been enough to have caused a tho-

rough investigation of the possibility of shots from another source 

and a person other than Oswald. No such investigation ipc
feA: 

 erred. 
 All4" 

Note that e'ven4ith its typical cagy language the GimmuLssea- 

says, "It follows that one shot probably missed the car". Elsewhere 
)4/ 

a-?'*- the report they states that a bullet did hit a curb. T 	luy hkbwhere dOe ij 
o 

identify the spot at which it hit the curb. They 	 a 

course, me-a & only if the purpose of the 4port is to resert al ofd 
 1 Covi, 1)&4.A. 

the facts. Suppression was necessary to protect the C mmission
A 
rom 

charges of of neglect
A 
 sloppiness 

eusable—prelud-rffendbias, and e o do a-rjob5', 

f 	 k 

complete and totally unnecessary mystery. Totally unnecessary, of 
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expructe4-ot-irt://With all the nonsense and trivia in this leport, 

with all the blank white spaces on the many tpages, there was no con- 

sideration of space that caused the Commission to evade description 

of thelspot at which the bullet struck. 0/1_ 
Nonetheless, there is no question. The Commission considerb the 

shot that missed a third shot. Not a fragment, not a ricochet, an 
(Ism, C Y / 

entirely separate and distinct shot. But it didn't want to. Not un- 

til the ver#, very end did it give up. 

Not because it didn't know sooner. Photographs of the curb at 

which this bullet hit were taken iluminediately by 2 men who were sub- 

sequently witnesses in another connection. They were photographers .j)r ni 

C_Dillard who photographed the face of the Book Depository building, 
Itet"j  
and nderwood, the TV news director. 

Frpm its own records the Commission didn't look into this until 

July 7, 1964, when it asked the FBI to make an investigation. 	dis- 

covered this entirely by accident there was no logical means by 

which I t. What follows is a credit to neither 

the FBI nor the Commission: 

Not until September 1 did the Commission call back Lyndal Shaney_ 
1v0:1,0,114t kOL) 

felt, the FBI photographi5 	Asst. Commission Counsel Norman 

Redlich took a deposition from him beginning at 10:45 a.m. at the 

Commission's offices. -Ticals----ammrs.,in-V-01.(XV, pp.686-702) Thu-Tr- 

Upon receipt of the request from the Commission, the FBI Dallas 

field office conducted an investigation that led to naught This was .  

reported in an unsigned memorandum of July 17, ttrrnevcri-ng--on-pirotr72-*; 

In it the author politely zmicalliLto the Commission's attention that.  

the photographs in question "had been forwarded to the President's 
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Commission by Martha Joe Stroud, Assistant United StatesAttorney, 

Dallas, Texas." 

In other words, if the FBI was going to be subject to criticism 

for not finding out what the Commission wanted, the FBI was going to 

have it on record that there pas no need for the Commisson to have 
vt r iY 

delayed so long in seekingi 	information. 

This FBI report quoterbillard as locating the paint at which he 

took the picture. It was, he said, "on the south side of Main Btrebt 

about twenty feet east of the triple underpass." MD report located 

the point at which the bullet hit to xkt within a half-inch of a 

specific landmark and says that, although "The area of the curb from 

this point for a distance of ten feet in either direction was care- 

fully checked and it was ascertained that there was no nick in the 
In 

curb in the checked area, nor was any mark observed." /The jiztilaxgtitla 

attiormxzamximinamititxxissuctobckancsustszt concluding paragraph, repeating 

the above information almost word for word, the Dallas Field Office 

concludes, "It should be noted that, since this mark was observed on 

iiimm November 23, 1963, there have been numerous rains, which could 

have poesibly washed away such a mark and also that the area is cleaned 

by a street cleaning machine about once a week, which would also wash 

away any such mark." 

y e t-himse-l-f-werrb-Imr4)1,0A,a,E6 

Under date of August 12, 1964, by courier service, J. Edger-Hoover 
the 

reported thia fruit of Shaneyfelt's investigation to Commission Colin- 
r2Lti.4 

sel Rankin. This appears In -Vol.(XXIT—pp,475-7. i=.::e.ntty had 

no trouble locating the spot. he used exactly the same yaw materials 

as the Dallas field office had used - the two photographs. 

;11  Bear this in mind in considering what Sh eyfelt report ' 4  
GOLin /N4o 
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What follows 	all conjecture, and the most basic conjecture Ire. 5 - r ,ifi41 in 114 t 1.1;i1 t It" 
berar-in_laknd.ks that all the shots came from the sixth-floor window.4-  0-14 
Tbsy_aa-aumehLat-all-iihitits -were -fired-  accurately - that there was no 

(1ari ,ila_abet. Wit-h-theee-pauus 'trey concludeithat the shot would "cor- 

respond to frame )410 in the Zapruder film ..."and that it "went di- 

ectly gver the,Presiolent's head." (*al XV, p.699) 1-7441 ;v14 41 4! 1  'nu  ( 1114.1W  -01  FILCZ ,  11 	1-)Ii .14Y- 	1414‘4.11 J1Vkr 14,31 (AL. Ykrir. 
Before supervising the removal of the curb and its transportation 

to the FBI in Washington on August 5, 1964, Shaneyfelt took a number 
of photographs, none of them with the possibility that the shot could 
have emanated from any other source in mind. 

Redlich, rather than Shaneyfelt who conducted the investigation, 
the 

in his own words refers to/contents ofp. Hoover's report. But at . 
this point, everyone has forgotten the original caution of the FBI 
field office about the lapse of time, the effect of the weather, and 
of the regular "cleaning machine". Even so, the language has so many 
qualificiations in it that it really proves nothing. Spectographic 

examination showed the metal smears on the curb were "essentially lead 
with a trace of antimony." This could have come fmm the mutilated 
bullet of the type presumed to have been used in the rifle. It could 
have come from a bullet of another type ormanufacture. Or it could 

ed 
have come from other sources. By "mutMlattag" bullet is meant one 

that hit another object first. In his letter Hoover precluded a bul- 
let such as "from Governor Donnally's stretcher" He couldn't bring it 
himself to say it was "found

0
thereb. 27ihe bullet or bullets represented 

by the jacket fragments ... found in the Presidential limousine." He 
said "It was also determined tics from a microscopic study that the lead 
object that struck the curbing causing the mark was moving in a general 
11Taat12n away from the Texas School Book Depository Building."4 If it 
/7j1-11" rilA 'NMA it AA\ 	 LJAAA 	0,„ 	w it 	2 C 6(/'■ 

,,vvi, 	 h„,„A 4.04 
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were a fragment, he said, they didn't know enough to determine "whether 

it was caused pby a fragment of a bullet striking the occupants of the 

Presidential limousine, such as the bullet that struck the President's 

head, or whether it is a fragment of a shot that may have missed the 

Prespential limousine." 
tY4A4,11a) 	Lio41' 
Is-Av. Hoover saying that there couldn't have been a fragment from 

any other bullet that hit an occupant of the residential car.{ 

To even entertain the thought that a fragment of the bullet that 

struck the president in the head could have gone this distance in this 

direction and left any kind of a mark on the curb is to do violence to 

Euclid, whom the Commission has already left unchaste. The most cur- 

sory examination of the clear photograph showing the impact of the 
11,ti,'f4b-wi,001 Omt 

bullet on the President's head, tage4heT—with the chart drawn by the 

Bethesda Naval Hospital, makes it clear that a fragment could not p os- It  

sibly have gone in that direction without going in either a curve or 

without ricocheting in turn from something else, and there would appear 

to be nothing but air from which it could ricochet. The President's 

injury was entirely on the righWe of his head. The place of impact 
w uA +V 	WI 0 TE,/  of 	bullet was ens- the left of the President. The President also was 

4 	 , 
not turned in such a fashion as to make this possible. fill4P‘  I'll  i‘47741) 

Far from finished with speculation, Mr. Redlich (XV,61.701) 84110 
into this one: Assuming "a tentative conclusion that if three shots 

were fired tduring the assassination sequence, that one of these three 

shots missed the occupants of the car. Assuming that tentative conclu-
sion 
xtmla to be a definite finding of fact for purposes of this question, 

are you able to tell us whether in your opinion, the location, latim 

,1114• I.: 	It114 ...D.1 11,14 	.1 , 1"1,1 I I. 11.4••1-  iD•,..114..4..H..1'.1 	 •1••r. ... provides any basis for 

determining which of the three shots fired by the assassin missed the 

Presidential limousine?" 
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Shaneyfelt was very cagy in his reply. It was, "Based on the sa-

ss 
sumptions/stated (my emphasis), it is my opinion that the examination 

of the mark on the curb has furnished only limited further information 

in this regard because it is not possible to establish whether or not 

this mark on the curb could have bean made from a fragment of the shot 

that hit the President in the head or a fragment of another shot that 

missed. The very fact that it can be considered as one of the possi-

bilities suggests a possibility of a third shot that missed." 

The point of impact on the curb is located in terms of the Presi-

dentts location at the time his head was hit and it is 260 feet further 

away. Shaneyfelt said that, based on his infOrmation, "I have very 

little opinion" on which of the three shots missed. 

Here again the Commission accomplishes the opposite of what it 

set out to do. It leaves more questions unanswered than it attempted 

to answer. And it really answered none. 


